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I ASTEROIDS ASTRAKHAN] 

Michaelm.as daisy. Its colours range from white to the sun than the other. At least o e of the 
and blush through rose and crimson; and from asteroids, Eros, has an orbit of such s· · a:Qd 
lilac through blue to purple. shape that when the little planet is near the sun, 

Family name of the aster, Asteracem. Two species it comes inside the orbit of Mars. It is especially 
of wild aster are found in Great Britain, namely the sea interesting to astronomers because. of all the 
aster and goldilocks. The sea aster (A.ster Tripolium) heavenly bodies, except the moon, it comes 
grows in salt marshes round our coa9ts. Its blossoms 
when they are complete have yellow centres and purple closest to the earth. Once in twenty -seven years 
rays, but often there are only a fe·w rays or they are it approaches within 13,0DO,OOO miles of us, which 
a1toget.her wanting. The plant is about a foot in is really " just across the road" in comparison 
hP-ight, ancl has narrow, somewhat fleshy leaves. The f h · Ob · 
flowers of the goldilocks (.Aste1· Linosyris) are all yellow with the size o t e umverse. servat1ons 
and in this country have no rays . of the movements of Eros give the best method 
ASTEROIDS. The baby planets of the solar of determining the extent of the solar system, 
system, most of which occur in the so-called and therefore its discovery is ranked among 
" gap " between Mars and Jupiter, are called those of special importance. It was found by 
" asteroids " or " planetoids." More than 800 the astronomer Witt of Berlin in 1898. (See also 
of these have been discovered and photographed, Astronomy; Planets ; Sun and Solar System.) 
and it is quite probable that the number ulti- ASTRAKHAN (as-trd-kan'). You have often 
matelyfound willrunintotho~sands. There may seen the beautiful curly glossy-black fur called 
be countless others ''astrakhan.'' Did • 

so small as to remain IN THE CITY WHERE EAST MEETS WEST you ever stop to think 
for ever invisible. where it comes from 
Even the largest can . and how it gets its 
rarely be seen with name 1 
the unaided eye. Astrakhan fur is the 

The existence of such skin of new-born Per-
planet-like bodies was · sian lambs, and it gets 
unknown until Piazzi, its name from the city 
an Italian astronomer, · of Astrakhan, a most 
discovered Ceres, the important commercial 
largest of them, with a centre near the Caspian 
diameter of 485 miles, Sea. The city, which 
on New Year's Day, has a population of 
1801. The next largest 164,000, is a pictur-
are Pallas (304 miles in esque but dirty semi-
diameter), Vesta (248 oriental town, built on 
miles), and Juno (118 an island in the Volga 
miles). The faintest so ( ·, River, some miles from 
far found probably do ' where it empties into 
not exceed five miles w • ~~ the Caspian Sea. For 
in diameter. ... .. centuries it has been . .. . ,/ 

If the entire solar ·· · ·, ~ one of the chief meet-
One of the many street traders of busy Astrakhan. The 

system were arranged baskets on his dumb friend's back constitute his only shop. ing places of Europe 
symmetrically accord- r _ .1 . • and Asia. Through 
ing to what is called Bode'~ law, the region it pass every y.ear gold, silks, embroideries, 
where these bodies are found would be occupied spices; drugs and grain, which the nations of 
by a large planet. A theory has therefore been Central Asia exchange at Astrakhan for cotton, 
put forward that these asteroids are fragments leather, salt, sugar and other products. Among 
of such a pla~et which was broken up by a its most important exports also are petroleum 
celestial catastrophe. But modern astronomy from the great near-by wells of Baku, and fish, 
rejects this explanation, and regards the as. pFincipally . sturgeon and salmon, from the 
terpids as the fragmentary materials or " planet- Volg3,; the longest river in Europe. 
esimals '' out of which a large planet would The government of Astrakhan, of which this city is the 
have been built up if there had been any capital, was the fourth political division of Russia in 
superior nucleus or centre of attraction within point of size. After the World War of 1914-1~ it became 

b a part of one of the many fragmentary republics erected 
the zone (see Ne ulre) · on the ruins of Russia. The district occupies an area of 

The asteroids move in orbits round the sun about 91,000 miles on both sides of the Volga and on 
jue:t as the earth and other planets do. Their the shores of the Caspian. Except along the river the 
periods or length of revolution are from three region IS a vast arid steppe. Fishing, cattl~-raising 

and salt-making are almost t.he only industries of its 
to ten years. Their orbits are generall:;- very varied population composed of Russ1ans, Tatars, 
elliptical, one end of tne orbit being much closer Kalmucks, A.I:menians, Poles, Georgians and Bokharese. 

For ong 8Db}ect not found ,,. . ,,~ alphabe·tlcal· plac• ~•• Information 
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